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Background and research questions
• University and industry collaborative research is
an important mechanism in exploiting science for
innovation.
‐A half of the inventions involving university
researchers are co‐inventions between university
and corporate researchers in Japan.
• In order to understand how such collaboration
works and what policy might improve the process,
it is important to understand the process of
making such collaborations.
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Matching theory perspective
• University and industry collaborative research is
not a random event, rather it aims at creating
new synergy through combining new scientific
knowledge and its application for a specific use.
• There often exist specific seeds and needs
motivating the collaboration projects.
• Thus, matching perspective is very important for
studying the performance of university and
industry collaborations.
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A simple model
•
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• A researcher with high quality seed gains more
from the collaboration with a researcher with high
quality need. → positive assortative matching
(Becker (1973))
• Fit ( , ) can be also important.
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Research questions
• How important are the seeds and needs for
initiating the collaborations?
• Does the researcher with better seed and better
needs use the “efficiency” enhancing criteria (the
research capability of a partner and the good fit
between the partner and the research ) more in
selection?
• Which channels contribute to efficient matching?
• Does matching based on efficiency criteria in fact
perform well?
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3. Overview of the survey and the
seeds and needs for the collaborations
• Survey on university and industry collaboration:
‐ focusing on co‐inventions between university
and industry, as disclosed in the Japanese patent
applications from 2004 to 2007 (two matched
questionnaires to a single co‐invented patent)
‐ population of the survey: 3,483 patents,
removing duplications of the patent applications
from the same project
‐ Implemented in 2012
‐ 25% response rates (743 responses from
university researchers and 704 responses from
firms)
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The definition of seeds and needs
• Seeds = “the technology which served as the
base for cooperative research”
• Needs = “specific use envisaged for the output
of the joint research”
• Three quarters of cooperative research
projects have both specific seeds and needs
for suggesting and/or implementing the
projects. Neither seeds nor needs existed only
for around 5% of the projects.
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The definition of seeds and needs
• Seeds = “the technology which served as the
base for cooperative research”
• Needs = “specific use envisaged for the output
of the joint research”
• We asked the researchers to identify their
existence as well as up to three most
important seeds and needs.
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Major survey findings
• Both seeds and needs are important (Three
quarters of cooperative research projects have
both specific seeds and needs for suggesting
and/or implementing the projects. Neither seeds
nor needs existed only for around 5% of the
projects. )
• University often provide needs and industry often
provide seeds.
• Both seeds and needs are predominantly
domestic.
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Table3‐1. Incidence of the seeds and needs for
university and industry joint research projects
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Figure 3‐1. Institutions providing seeds and needs for
collaborative research between industry and university
(consolidated sample)
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Figure 3‐2. Locations of the very important seeds and
needs for domestic collaborations
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4.1 Matching criteria used by
university and industry researchers
• The criteria for selecting the partner gives a key
information on the matching process. 5 major
selection criteria:
‐research capability of a partner,
‐good fit between the technology area of the
partner and the research,
‐past relationship,
‐geographical proximity and
‐invitation from a partner.
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Selection criteria by the quality of the
seeds/needs
• The importance of the research capability of a partner,
and that of a good fit increases markedly with the
quality of the seed or that of the need.
• The regression results shows that
‐The importance of these selection increases
significantly not only with the importance of such seeds
for the research but also whether they are own seeds or
needs. → positive assortative matching.
• Domestic geographic proximity does not become more
important with the quality of the seeds and (negative
coefficient for the importance of the seeds).
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Figure 3‐5 Criteria for selecting the partner by university
scientists: case where very important own seeds existed (N=200)
vs. the own seeds existed but not very important(N=358),%
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Figure 3‐6 Criteria for selecting the partners by corporate
researchers: cases where very important needs (N=254) vs. cases
where own needs exited but not very important (N=159) ,%
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The regression model
• Independent variables:
‐ seeds_r (needs_r) measures the importance of the seed
(needs) as knowledge source for suggesting and implementing
the collaborative research
‐ seeds_own (needs_own) measures whether the university
researcher has its own research output as a seed (whether the
firm has its own important needs for the project)
‐ seeds_patent and seeds_paper indicates the existence of the
patent or the scientific paper embodying the own seed
• Control variables:
‐ the scope of the joint research (basic, applied,
development,other)
‐ 8 technology area dummies
• Ordered logit model
• Sample size around 600 for bot university and corporate
17
researchers

Table 4‐1 Criteria selecting the
partners by university researchers
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Table 4‐2 Criteria selecting the partners by corporate researchers
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4.2 Search channels and selection
criteria
• Four important channels:
‐own search (that is, a search by a researcher),
‐ search by a collaboration partner,
‐a specialist organization such as industry and
university collaboration unit, and
‐academic conferences
• Which channels contributed importantly to
efficient matching?
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Figure 3‐3 Important matching channels as seen from university
scientists(Own seeds existed (N=550) vs. No own existed
（N=145),%)
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Figure 3‐4 Important matching channels as seen from corporate
researchers (Own needs existed (N=413) vs. No own existed
（N=248),%)
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Use of three matching criteria by each
search channel
• The contribution of a search channel is revealed in the
matching criteria used for the projects from such channel.
• We add the importance of the four channels in selection as
independent dummy variables.
• Findings:
‐Own contact results in significantly more use of the
research capability of a partner and a good fit, followed by
academic conference.
‐Support units for collaboration with industry in a University
emphasize the geographical proximity most
‐ Contract from a partner is not significant in accounting for
the 3 matching criteria.
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Table 4‐3 Contributions of the four channels of finding the partners
(university researchers)
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4.3 Matching criteria and the
performance of the project
• Hypothesis
‐If efficient matching for each project is important
for project performance, the project matched
based on such criteria as the good fit and the
capability of the partner performs well.
‐On the other hand, under such conditions, the
collaboration for which geographical proximity and
past collaborations are important does not
perform well.
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Two performance measures
• Dependent variables:
‐performance_d1 for a university (performance_k1
for a firm): how significant is the outcome from the
project in commercialization of the scientific
discovery or technological insights.
‐ synergy: the multiplication of the importance of
the seed and that of the need for the suggestion
and implementation of the project
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Results
• The collaborative research projects matched
based on the research capability of a partner
and the good fit between the technology
scope of the partner and the research
performs well
• Those matched based on geographic proximity
do not contribute to performance.
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Table 4‐5 Matching criteria and performance
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Conclusions

• Major findings
(1)A large majority of the collaborative projects
have both specific technology seeds and the needs
for technical solution, so that efficient matching is
important.
(2) A university researcher participates in the
collaboration project frequently as a user who
needs technical solutions.
(3) The project with good seeds or needs tends to
use efficiency enhancing matching criteria (a
research capability and a good fit) more, which
generates positive assortative matching.
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(4)The matching by a university professor
himself and at academic meeting uses efficiency
enhancing matching criteria, while a university
based support unit emphasize local proximity
more as a matching criterion.
(5) The collaborative research projects matched
based on efficiency enhancing matching criteria
performs well. Those matched based on
geographic proximity do not contribute to
performance.
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Policy implications
• First, we need to encourage efficient matching by
university and industry researchers.
‐ avoid adopting strong regional criteria for university
and industry collaborations
• Second, a significant part of university and industry
collaboration takes place as university as a lead user,
while a government policy tends to focus a “linear
model” of transferring university technology to
industry.
‐ The university procurement policy could be engaged
for encouraging technology development based on such
collaboration.
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